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Vegetable, cheese, meat, poultry, and dessert fondues -- perfect for parties or cozy gatherings.
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This is a nice, useful book. It's short, with only sixty pages, but it does manage to pack a fair amount

of info in there, and include some very nice fondue recipes (how many fondue recipes are out there,

anyway?) It focuses more on dinner, rather than dessert fondues, but has a wide variety of styles,

so there should be a recipe for every taste here.Szwillus uses five main categories: Cheese

fondues; Oil fondues; Stock fondues; International fondues; and Side dishes and sweet fondues.

She includes a recipe table, which shows a list of the various recipes and whether they are easy or

hard, can be made fast or take more time, lists calories per serving, and other criteria by which to

pick a specific one. There is also an index that makes it easy to find what you're looking for if you

have something specific in mind. All in all this is well worth the price to obtain a specialized

cookbook such as this.

I like how the book is catagorized into recipes for flavors, low-fat, inexpensive, or recipes for wine or

meat meals.The printing is easy to read, light weight, and durable. If your having company over your

house and feel like cooking up something small or large use this recipe to give you insight of what

they might like. ie..shrimp, meat, cheese balls, or even chocolate.



This book was originally written in Germany in the 1990's, and translated to English for printing in

the U.S.It's a great little resource, although the wording (translation) is a little humorous, as in

instructions that come with products from China. It's a great book for the price. I recommend it, for

the beginning fondue-er!

I had a fondue party and it was great a must have at home for entertaining
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